The first electronic structure calculation of the ordered u, P, and y cubic phases of an "interstitially filled tetrahedral compound" A'8" C" (where the 8" and C atoms occupy the normal zincblende sites and A occupies one of the empty zinc-blende tetrahedral interstitial sites) reveals strongly covalent (8"-C ) and strongly ionic (A'-C ) bonds in the same structure, superior cohesion relative to the III-V analog (GaAs), and semiconducting (a and P forms) as well as metallic (y form) behavior. These normal tetrahedral compounds can be characterized as "empty tetrahedral interstitial structures" in the sense that, in addition to the four tetrahedral nearest-neighbor atoms at a distance d = %3a (where a is the lattice parameter), each atom is also surrounded by four empty tetrahedral interstitial sites at the same distance d from it. One can construct, however, a class of materials where these empty interstitial sites are stoichiometrically occupied: Whereas the zinc-blende structure of a D'"Cv compound (e.g. , GaAs) has the D"' atom at r, =(0,0, 0)a, the Cv atom at~, = ( -, , -, , -, ) a, and two empty interstitial sites at r3 = ( -, ', -, ', -, ' ) a (next to the anion) and r4 = ( -, ', -, ', -, ' ) a (next to the cation), one could "transmute" D"' into its isovalent pair 8" + A' (e.g. , Ga into Zn+Li) and distribute these atoms among the rt, r3, and r4 sites.
Most nonmetals constructed from interpenetrating face-centered-cubic sublattices have chemical bonds which can be characterized as ionic (I-VII compounds) , covalent (the IV-IV diamondlike semiconductors), or intermediate (III-V and II-VI compounds) . Among these compounds, the "normal octet tetrahedral semiconductors" (e.g. , diamond, zincblende, and chalcopyrite structures) have traditionally taken a central role in establishing much of our current understanding of covalency in condensed matter. ' 3 These normal tetrahedral compounds can be characterized as "empty tetrahedral interstitial structures" in the sense that, in addition to the four tetrahedral nearest-neighbor atoms at a distance d = %3a (where a is the lattice parameter), each atom is also surrounded by four empty tetrahedral interstitial sites at the same distance d from it. One can construct, however, a class of materials where these empty interstitial sites are stoichiometrically occupied: Whereas the zinc-blende structure of a D'"Cv compound (e.g. , GaAs) has the D"' atom at r, =(0,0, 0)a, the Cv atom at~, = ( -, , -, , -, ) a, and two empty interstitial sites at r3 = ( -, ', -, ', -, ' ) a (next to the anion) and r4 = ( -, ', -, ', -, ' ) a (next to the cation), one could "transmute" D"' into its isovalent pair 8" + A' (e.g. , Ga into Zn+Li) and distribute these atoms among the rt, r3, and r4 sites.
There are three distinct ways of distributing periodically three atoms, A, 8, and C, on the four sublattices v, , r2, r3, and r4 These . are denoted in Fig. 1(a) as the o. , P, and y phases of the A'8"C compounds.~Of this general group of compounds A'8" C, with A'=Li, Na, Cu, Ag; 8"=Mg, Zn, Cd; and C = N, P, As, Sb, and Bi, about 25 members have been synthesized, 4 ' mostly in the 1940's, but to the best of the authors' knowledge they have been characterized only in terms of their crystal structures (mostly a, n', y, and y' forms) and colors.
In this paper we describe the results of the first electronic structure calculation of all ordered phases of a prototypical A'8" C compound (LiZnAs (ii) Examination of the charge-density differences in Fig. 3 reveals a small directional accumu lation of charge (" residual covalency, " depicted as shaded areas) on the Li-As bond in the a phase (far weaker in the I8 phase), indicative of additional stabilization of this structure. In addition, we see a global depletion of charge on the Zn-As bond, in both the n and P phases. The stability of the n over the P phase is hence a consequence of both its superior electrostatic stability and the existence of residual Li-As bonds.
(iii) Examination of the source of extra charge on the Li-As bond relative to the GaAs structure revealed that it originates from the residual valence charge of Li. Following a transfer of most of its valence electron to the Zn-As bond, the (screened) Li sublattice remains weakly attractive to electrons. It then forms an additional weak bond with the As neighbors. (iv)
The y phase forms no covalent bonds [ Fig. 2(c) ]; its eightfold-coordinated Li sublattice gives rise to a charge distribution which can be best characterized as (Fig. 4) . This simple but powerful perturbative rule suggests that the stable a phase will have larger I »"-I t" I'»"-L", and I'ts"X3,band gaps than the GaAs analog, ' 
